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November 10th, 2023 
MEDIA RELEASE 
 

Narcotics Seized, 2 Vehicles Recovered in NED 

 

Officers of the North Eastern Division seized a quantity of narcotics and 

recovered two stolen vehicles during various exercises around the division 

yesterday, Thursday 9th November 2023. 

 

Whilst on patrol on Charpentier Street, officers of the Morvant Police Station 

observed two men behaving in a suspicious manner. Upon seeing the police 

vehicle, the men fled, dropping a small bag. When the officers performed a 

search of the area they found a transparent plastic bag which contained 31 

packets filled with marijuana, with a combined weight of 100 grams. The 

items were then secured for further processing. 

 

Meanwhile, members of San Juan CID responded to a report of a Larceny 

Motor Vehicle at gunpoint and proceeded to Maloney Street, Petit Bourg. 

There they observed the stolen vehicle, a silver Honda City motor vehicle. The 

vehicle was taken to the San Juan Police Station for processing by the North 

Eastern Division CSI team. 

 

Also, between 11 am and 3 pm, officers of the North Eastern Division Task 

Force were on exercise duty when they received information of a report of 

Larceny Motor Vehicle which occurred in the Santa Cruz district. The party 

of officers then proceeded to Mt. Hope Road Extension where they conducted 

an extensive search of the surrounding areas. The officers located the stolen 

vehicle, a silver Toyota Aqua, which had a broken window, a tampered 

ignition, and a missing music deck. The vehicle was taken to the San Juan 

Sub Police Station for further processing.   
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These exercises were spearheaded by Snr. Supt. (Ag.) Edwards, W/Supt. 

George and ASP (Ag.) Callender, and coordinated by Insp. Daniel and Insp. 

(Ag.) Ramsingh.  

 

Enquiries are continuing. 
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